
2 спальная комната квартира продается в Pulpi, Almería

KEY READY, Beautiful new development of the famous project Mar del Pulpi, in San Juan de los Terreros. In this new
phase we have 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments with terrace, garden or solarium and a underground car parking
space. 
The generous communal areas also include a playground for children within a closed security zone. As such, the
residential complex has much to offer: great amenities, a quiet location in a spectacular natural setting, access to all
daily services and excellent sports facilities provided by the resort. 
This project offers beach apartments 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms and large terraces. The ground floor properties have a
covered terrace and garden. The owners of the first floor properties will enjoy the Almeria sun on their spacious
terraces. And those interested in the penthouse will also have a large outdoor space in the form of an top floor
terraces come with shower, electricity and TV connection where it is possible to have a barbecue. All the property
types have a parking space in the basement and future residents can also purchase a storage room. 
The Los Narcisos apartments are located a short distance from Playa Los Nardos and Playa La Entrevista, on the
Almería coast, close to the municipality of Aguilas. It is a complex designed to offer large interior spaces, with beautiful
gardens and areas with a large swimming pool with jacuzzi, bordered by a large meadow of natural grass with
showers, sun loungers and umbrellas of heather that also enjoys common WIFI. 
Interested? Do not hesitate and contact our office. We are happy to help you further.

  2 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   75m² Размер сборки
  Бассейн   Pool   Children's pool
  Communal pool   Parking   Private parking
  Close to sea   Close to shops   Close to supermarkets
  Close to restaurants   Fitted wardrobes   Open plan kitchen
  Fitted bathroom   Pre-installed air conditioning   Communal garden
  Private terrace   Gated complex   Video entry system
  Reinforced door   Unfurnished   Garden & pool views

197.000€

 Недвижимость продается Akunas
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